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Within South-East Asia there is no regime that has attracted as much international 
condemnation for its domestic practices and failures as Myanmar’s ruling State Peace 
and Development Council (SPDC).1 Significantly, there is also hardly another 
regime in the world that has so tenaciously defied international pressure, particularly 
as regards restoring democracy. For some years now, however, the SPDC has sought 
to return the country to constitutional government in a  ‘discipline-flourishing 
democracy’. In February 2008, Myanmar’s military junta thus announced a consti-
tutional referendum and scheduled multiparty elections. The constitution, which 
was approved in May 2008 in the midst of the political and humanitarian crisis 
conjured by Cyclone Nargis, is not yet in force but brings about the outcome 
desired by the country’s military leadership, namely endorsement of the introduc-
tion of a presidential system that assures Myanmar’s armed forces a leading role in 
national politics. Effective once the Union Assembly (due to be elected some time 
in 2010) convenes, the constitution will also put in place a bicameral national legisla-
ture and 14 regional assemblies. From the junta’s perspective, the 2008 constitution 
represents a key effort in state- and nation-building. Analysts see the forthcoming 
elections as engendering generational change at the top of the military leadership 
and expect the ambiguities of the new constitution to allow for gradual political 
change.2 However, various stakeholders in Myanmar’s political future, not least the 
National League for  Democracy (NLD), point out that the political process yielding 
the draft constitution was neither inclusive nor democratic. Critics of the regime 
argue that the constitution perpetuates military rule, which is why they are calling 
for constitutional revisions before the 2010 elections.

* I am grateful to David I. Steinberg, Roy Allison, Derek Tonkin, Termsak Chalermpalunapap and Paul D. 
Williams for comments on earlier versions of this article.

1 This article uses the designation Myanmar rather than Burma. No political statement is thereby intended. In 
formal discourse, the term Myanma Naing-ngan (Myanma state) was used even before 1988. It has since also 
been more widely used in colloquial discourse alongside the term Bama-pye (Burma-country). The current 
military regime changed the English-language designation of their country from Union of Burma to Union 
of Myanmar in 1989. According to the government, Myanmar is meant to be more politically inclusive than 
Burma, but historically the reference to the Myanma people would not have extended to all the various ethnic 
minorities now living within Myanmar’s state borders. The dominant ethnic group is now officially known as 
Bamar (the ‘r’ at the end again designates a long ‘a’ in the Burmese/Myanmar language, as in Myanmar). The 
designation Myanmar is used by the United Nations and most states in international society.

2 Robert H. Taylor, ‘Myanmar: reconciliation or reconsolidation? Isolation or resolution?’, Asian Affairs 40: 2, 
2009, pp. 210–23; International Crisis Group, ‘Myanmar: towards the elections’, Asia Report 174, 20 Aug. 2009.
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The key question in the short term is to what extent the ruling military junta 
is prepared to take the decisions that are necessary for the forthcoming elections 
to be recognized as credible and fair, as demanded by the United Nations 
 Secretary-General and most countries, including Myanmar’s neighbours from 
the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN). The United States, with 
the aim of influencing Myanmar’s military leadership in this regard, has opted to 
embark on a new approach towards the regime in Naypyidaw, which involves 
complementing the existing sanctions with a high-level dialogue to yield a form 
of pragmatic engagement.3 The new approach was the outcome of a policy review 
initiated in February 2009. Notably, the latter was not derailed when Daw Aung 
San Suu Kyi, the general secretary of the NLD and for many the icon of Burma’s 
democracy movement, was sentenced to three years in prison with hard labour in 
August 2009 for breaching the terms of her house arrest, perhaps in part because 
half of the sentence was remitted while the other half was suspended (that said, 
the fact that she is again confined to her residence under restrictions for 18 months 
would seemingly bar her from playing a role in the 2010 elections). The policy 
review’s conclusions were first presented by Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 
at a UNSG-convened Group of Friends of Myanmar meeting in New York in 
September 2009 and subsequently outlined above all by the Assistant Secretary of 
State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs, Kurt Campbell.4 Essentially, Washington 
has promised the junta improved bilateral relations if the military leadership 
meets US expectations regarding the unconditional release of Daw Aung San Suu 
Kyi and all political prisoners, an end to conflict with ethnic minority groups, and 
a genuine dialogue among all major political stakeholders. In November 2009, 
President Barack Obama used the occasion of the inaugural ASEAN–US leaders’ 
meeting in Singapore to reiterate these expectations in the presence of Myanmar 
Prime Minister Thein Sein. To date, the high-level dialogue with the Myanmar 
government has involved talks with a Myanmar government minister in New 
York and a visit by Kurt Campbell and Deputy Assistant Secretary Scot Marciel 
to Myanmar in early November 2009. 

In anticipation of the 2010 elections, Washington thus is looking for a ‘serious and 
sustained dialogue’ involving the SPDC, the NLD and Myanmar’s ethnic groups 
that would both bring about ‘agreement on the way forward’ and address consti-
tutional issues.5 To encourage such a dialogue, the US administration has called 
for international backing. In particular, it has expressed the hope that member 
countries of ASEAN will support Washington’s more calibrated approach, first by 
individually and through ASEAN persuading Myanmar’s military government to 
start planning for free, fair and credible elections, and second by offering support 
to ensure that the elections are viewed as credible, possibly by facilitating a tripar-
tite dialogue involving the Bamar political  opposition and ethnic groups.6

3 For an authoritative discussion of US policy towards Myanmar, see David I. Steinberg, ‘The United States and 
Myanmar: a “boutique issue”?’, International Affairs 86: 1, Jan. 2010, pp. 175–94.

4 Kurt M. Campbell, ‘US policy toward Burma’, statement before the Subcommittee on East Asian and Pacific 
Affairs Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Washington DC, 30 Sept. 2009.

5 Scot Marciel, ‘Burma: policy review’, remarks at Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, 5 Nov. 2009. 
6 Hillary Rodham Clinton, remarks at APEC Singapore conference, 11 Nov. 2009. 
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These developments provide a good opportunity to review the role that 
ASEAN has played in international efforts to induce Myanmar’s military regime 
to work towards political change and to assess whether the regional organization 
or individual members might play a notable (diplomatic) role in advance of the 
coming elections. This is all the more appropriate given that some within ASEAN 
felt, at least initially, that the shift in Washington’s policy vindicated the Associa-
tion’s constructive approach towards Myanmar,7 a perspective that caused some 
irritation among Obama administration officials. Against the backdrop of the deep 
gulf between the ruling generals and Aung San Suu Kyi, as well as the continued 
conflict between Naypyidaw and armed ethnic nationalities, three particular 
questions are addressed here:

1 How strong is ASEAN’s record when it comes to influencing the SPDC in 
relation to matters of national reconciliation and political transition?

2 What factors explain ASEAN’s role vis-à-vis Myanmar?
3 What prospect, if any, is there that ASEAN will play a significant part in 

trying to influence the regime to make political concessions before the 2010 
elections to ensure their credibility?

The article argues that, as a grouping, ASEAN has as yet not moved beyond collec-
tive criticism to induce Naypyidaw to respond positively to the main demands of 
its international detractors. ASEAN’s norms, different political identities, geopo-
litical interests and the SPDC’s prickliness have all limited ASEAN’s consensus 
on Myanmar. Naypyidaw’s relations with Washington, rather than ASEAN’s 
‘enhanced interactions’ with the military government, and—especially—the 
domestic political dynamics in Myanmar, are likely to be the crucial determinants 
of further developments in the context of the 2010 elections.

The Myanmar imbroglio

Put simply, there are two major conflicts raging in Myanmar. One concerns the 
struggle for democracy that many see as pitting against one another the current 
ruling regime, the SPDC (formerly the State Law and Order Restoration Council, 
SLORC), which assumed power in 1988 against the backdrop of months of polit-
ical protests and violence,8 and Aung San Suu Kyi and the NLD. In 1990 the 
regime conducted free and fair elections, but rejected the transfer of power to the 
NLD, which won the popular vote, on the grounds that it was necessary first to 
draft and ratify by popular referendum a new constitution.9 Aung San Suu Kyi 
did not participate in the elections as she (and other NLD leaders) had already 
been placed under house arrest in July 1989 following strident criticisms of the 
SLORC leadership. The SLORC’s refusal to transfer power deepened the mutual 

7 See ‘Myanmar: ASEAN stands vindicated’, Straits Times, 29 Sept. 2009; ‘Engagement? It’s ASEAN’s shame’, 
The Irrawaddy, 3 Nov. 2009.

8 See Michael W. Charney, A history of modern Burma (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), pp. 
148–62; Robert H. Taylor, The state in Myanmar (London: Hurst, 2009), pp. 384–8. 

9 Derek Tonkin, ‘The 1990 election in Myanmar: broken promises or failure of communication?’, Contemporary 
Southeast Asia 29: 1, 2007, pp. 33–54. 
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antagonism, which prevailed even after the NLD leader was released from house 
arrest in July 1995.10 While the Nobel Peace Prize laureate was keen to highlight 
the illegitimacy of the ruling junta, the latter consistently refused to accept what 
was taken to be her claim to moral superiority, not least because the military sees 
itself as the defender of the nation. The grammar underlying relations between 
the SPDC leadership and Aung San Suu Kyi has been characterized as ‘reciprocal 
obstinacy’ that has prevented political accommodation, let alone reconciliation.11 
Having been confined to house arrest for a second time in 2000, to be released 
again in May 2002, the NLD general secretary was placed in ‘protective custody’ 
in May 2003 after pro-regime elements clashed with her supporters near Depayin 
in central Myanmar. This followed months of what the regime saw as increas-
ingly provocative behaviour on her part. She was subsequently again transferred 
to house arrest.

In response to international outrage generated by the Depayin incident and Aung 
San Suu Kyi’s renewed detention, the SPDC embarked on a seven-step road-map 
to a ‘discipline-flourishing’ democracy. Initially, this involved the reconvening of 
the National Convention, which the NLD had left in 1995 in protest at what it 
saw as a flawed and undemocratic political process that was yielding unpalatable 
and illegitimate conclusions. In the event, as the regime decided against releasing 
Aung San Suu Kyi from house arrest and reopening party offices outside Yangon, 
the NLD did not rejoin the National Convention in 2004 to participate in delib-
erations on the detailed basic principles for a new constitution. By the time the 
National Convention completed its work in September 2007, its proceedings were 
overshadowed by the relatively short-lived fuel protests of August 2007, which 
gave way to demonstrations led by monks that, though they did not usher in 
regime change, were nonetheless labelled a ‘saffron revolution’. According to the 
UN special rapporteur for human rights in Myanmar, at least 31 people were killed 
and thousands arrested when the military regime—after showing some initial 
restraint—cracked down on protesters. Given the obvious need at this point to 
promote national reconciliation with greater vigour, the UN Secretary-General’s 
special envoy, Ibrahim Gambari, proposed himself as an interlocutor in meetings 
involving the SPDC and NLD.12 Though the military leadership rejected the idea, 
it appointed a liaison minister for consultations with Aung San Suu Kyi, and Senior 
General Than Shwe suggested in October 2007 that he too would personally meet 
with her if she abandoned confrontation, retracted her threat of ‘utter devastation’ 
and ended her support for sanctions. This was to ask for a considerable concession. 
For her part, however, the NLD general secretary called for a ‘meaningful and 
timebound dialogue with the SPDC leadership’. 13 Indeed, she invited the govern-
ment to join her in this dialogue, which was probably interpreted by the generals 

10 See Taylor, The state in Myanmar, pp. 416–17.
11 Kyaw Yin Hlaing, ‘ASEAN’s pariah: insecurity and autocracy in Myanmar’, in Donald K. Emmerson, ed., Hard 

choices: security, democracy, and regionalism in Southeast Asia (Stanford, CA: The Walter H. Shorenstein Asia-Pacific 
Research Center, 2008), esp. pp. 164–6. 

12 Taylor, The state in Myanmar, p. 492. 
13 Message from Aung San Suu Kyi conveyed by Ibrahim Gambari, Singapore, 8 Nov. 2007.
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as suggesting once more that she was morally superior to them. By early 2008, the 
exploratory consultations with the liaison minister had failed to make progress.

When the constitutional referendum was announced, the NLD decided to 
appeal for a ‘no’ vote. Almost a year after Cyclone Nargis devastated much of 
the Ayeyawaddy delta, the NLD issued the so-called Shwegondaing Declaration. 
This called not only for the release of its leaders but also for a review and partial 
amendment of the 2008 constitution, the reopening of its party offices at the 
divisional and township levels, recognition of the result of the 1990 elections and 
an immediate unconditional dialogue with the regime.14 Indeed, it set three condi-
tions for participation in the 2010 elections: the unconditional release of NLD 
leaders, amendment of perceived undemocratic aspects of the 2008 constitution 
and international supervision of the forthcoming elections. The SPDC has yet to 
comply with any of these demands, and seems particularly averse to altering the 
constitution. In May 2009, just days before her third prolonged period of house 
arrest was apparently due to expire, Aung San Suu Kyi was charged with violating 
the terms of her detention by temporarily sheltering US citizen John Yettaw, who 
on a self-proclaimed ‘mission from God’ had managed to enter her residence early 
that month to warn her that she was in danger of being assassinated. The charges 
have been widely interpreted as being politically motivated, to prevent Aung 
San Suu Kyi from participating in the 2010 elections. That said, the NLD general 
secretary has explained her decision not to report the presence of John Yettaw at 
her residence immediately with reference to his health condition as well as her 
‘political belief and conscience’.15 Whether this means that she might have aimed 
to derail the US policy review under way by then or to strengthen her political 
hand is a question that falls beyond the remit of this article. But it is not difficult 
to imagine that the NLD leader would have considered the likelihood of (1) the 
military feeling the need to respond to a breach of the terms of her house arrest, 
and (2) international opinion, which seemed to have partially shifted towards 
engagement, turning once more squarely against the regime and its road-map in 
the outrage that her further detention would generate. As noted, her trial ended 
in her remaining under house arrest. Her party and her supporters have been left 
predictably enraged.

While the political antagonism between the SPDC and Aung San Suu Kyi is 
often seen as the essence of Myanmar’s political problems, the military leadership 
faces another, arguably in some ways even more complicated, internal challenge 
that goes back to the dawn of independence: dealing with the political demands 
of the country’s ethnic nationalities.16 Following decades of armed struggle, the 
SLORC succeeded in the late 1980s and 1990s in reaching ceasefire accords with 
most armed ethnic groups. Many ethnic political parties, as well as the ceasefire 
groups, also participated in the National Convention when it was relaunched in 

14 National League for Democracy, Shwegondaing Declaration, 29 April 2009.
15 Statement by Daw Aung Sun Suu Kyi, released by National League for Democracy, Central Executive 

Committee, Announcement 14–05–09, 27 May 2009.
16 Martin Smith, Burma: insurgency and the politics of ethnicity, 2nd edn (London: Zed, 1999); Ashley South, Ethnic 

politics in Burma: states of conflict (London: Routledge, 2008).
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2004.17 However, on the whole its deliberations and conclusions on power sharing 
left many ethnic groups dissatisfied. The regime also found a marked lack of 
support for its formula of exchanging arms for peace, which raised huge question 
marks over how the regime and the armed ethnic groups would be able to move 
beyond the existing ceasefires. The constitution approved, the military leadership 
has placed pressure on ethnic-based ceasefire groups (1) to accept, at least for now, 
more limited political autonomy than they desire; (2) to transform their armies 
into ‘border guard forces’ that, according to the constitution, would be under the 
command of the defence services; and (3) to participate in the approaching but as 
yet underspecified electoral process in which political parties separate from armed 
ethnic organizations may contest seats at national and/or state level. While several 
ceasefire groups have acceded to Naypyidaw’s position, some continue to prefer 
the status quo to the new constitutional arrangements and have seemingly not 
even ruled out a return to armed conflict, especially in the light of the violent 
removal of Kokang’s leadership by the armed forces (tatmadaw) in August 2009.18 
The United Wa State Army, the National Democratic Alliance Army and the 
Kachin Independence Army are among the ceasefire groups that have let the 
junta-imposed deadline of the end of October 2009 to transform into tatmadaw-
controlled border guard forces pass without action. In short, Myanmar’s political 
protagonists remain caught up in the imbroglio that has marked their country’s 
recent history.19

There has been no shortage of external efforts to overcome Myanmar’s political 
stalemate. Western governments have adopted punitive policies in pursuit of an 
array of objectives, particularly the release of Aung San Suu Kyi and other political 
detainees, as well as improvements in Myanmar’s human rights situation, and in 
the attempt to oblige the junta to start a genuine dialogue on democratic political 
reform. While fully aware of the complexities of ethnic conflict in Myanmar, 
western countries have focused far less on the concerns of the ethnic  minorities, 
although they have in recent years drawn attention to the suffering of these 
groups, particularly in eastern Myanmar. The UN has focused on the promotion 
of democratisation and national reconciliation in Myanmar by diplomatic means. 
Since the 1990s the UN Secretary General and his special envoys on Myanmar have 
exercised a ‘good offices’ role in this regard. The last two envoys, Tan Sri Razali 
Ismail and Ibrahim Gambari, were able to facilitate to some extent exchanges 
between the SPDC and Aung San Suu Kyi, but the military leadership routinely 
rejected a tripartite dialogue that would also involve the ethnic nationalities. In 
recent years, Gambari has found the SPDC unwilling to compromise on the junta’s 
road-map, for instance by establishing a separate dialogue beyond the  deliberations 
that occurred in the National Convention.20 While allowed to meet with the NLD 
17 Martin T. Smith, ‘Ethnic politics and regional development in Myanmar: the need for new approaches’, in 

Kyaw Yin Hlaing, Robert H. Taylor and Tin Maung Maung Than, eds, Myanmar: beyond politics to societal 
imperatives (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 2005), pp. 56–85.

18 See International Crisis Group, ‘China’s Myanmar dilemma’, Asia Report 177, 14 Sept. 2009. 
19 For a longer-term perspective, see Thant Myint-U, The river of lost footsteps: histories of Burma (London: Faber, 2007).
20 For the Myanmar government’s response to Gambari’s various proposals, see New Light of Myanmar, 8 March 

2008; 4 Feb. 2009.
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general secretary, Gambari has obviously also been unable to have restrictions on 
her lifted. That said, even the UN Secretary-General, Ban Ki-moon, who person-
ally travelled to Naypyidaw in early July 2009 to seek the release of Aung San Suu 
Kyi, has fared no better. 21 Nevertheless, though defied at the time, he keeps on 
calling for national reconciliation. The UN Security Council, formally dealing 
with the situation in Myanmar since 2006, has routinely amplified this call by also 
emphasizing the need for the military government to establish conditions and create 
an atmosphere conducive to an inclusive and credible election process, including 
the full participation of all political actors and respect for fundamental political 
freedoms.22 On 13 August 2009 the UN Security Council issued yet another press 
statement on Myanmar, this time expressing ‘serious concern’ at the conviction 
and sentencing of Aung San Suu Kyi and its political impact.23 Significantly, China 
and Russia have both protected Naypyidaw in the Security Council, epitomized 
by their double veto in January 2007 of a joint U.S./UK draft resolution on the 
situation in Myanmar. Consequently, the SPDC has not felt obliged to act on the 
statement as widely hoped for.

It is against this domestic and international backdrop that the question of 
ASEAN member states’ stance towards Myanmar is to be considered.

ASEAN’s critical stance on Myanmar

Contrary to several other regional organizations, membership in ASEAN has 
traditionally not depended on shared political values. There continues to be 
considerable variation in political systems among member states. The fact that 
Myanmar is under military rule does not present an obstacle to intra-ASEAN 
cooperation; indeed, it is notable that ASEAN has actually defended Myanmar 
against perceived discrimination in its external relations with dialogue partners. 
This is illustrated, for example, by the decision to allow the dialogue relationship 
with New Zealand to lapse for three years because Wellington would not accept 
Naypyidaw as ASEAN’s country coordinator. Myanmar was also given support 
over the question of joining the Asia–Europe Meeting (ASEM). 

At the same time, the grouping has felt it necessary and appropriate to focus 
on and be critical of developments within Myanmar, despite the longstanding 
ASEAN norm of non-interference in the internal affairs of member states. 
Indeed, although scrupulous respect for this principle was certainly considered 
imperative during the Cold War to safeguard regional stability, over time ASEAN 
states have come to take a more relaxed attitude in practice, at least as regards 
Myanmar. A crucial development in this regard occurred when in 1998 ASEAN 
members proceeded to endorse what the late Ali Alatas, then Indonesia’s foreign 
minister, introduced as legitimate ‘enhanced interactions’. These would involve 
peer pressure or friendly advice in cases where a domestic situation might have 

21 For assessments of the visit, see UN Security Council S/PV.6161, 13 July 2009.
22 UN Security Council, S/PRST/2007/37, 11 Oct. 2007; S/PRST/2008/13, 2 May 2008.
23 UN Security Council SC/9731, Security Council press statement on Myanmar, 13 Aug. 2009.
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deleterious regional  ramifications. Significantly, this approach also allowed for 
unfavourable collective diplomatic commentary.

The starting point for ASEAN’s more openly critical engagement with 
Myanmar was the violent incident at Depayin in May 2003, which saw Aung San 
Suu Kyi confined first to ‘protective custody’ and then to renewed house arrest. 
Since then, the admonitions and underlying differences characterizing the relation-
ship between Myanmar and other ASEAN members have variously led analysts 
to describe that relationship as one between ‘estranged bedfellows’ or to depict 
Naypyidaw as an ‘albatross’ around ASEAN’s neck.24 There has certainly been an 
erosion of goodwill towards Myanmar in many South-East Asian capitals. While 
the grouping has consistently supported Myanmar’s seven-step road-map towards 
democracy, members were by 2005 concerned about the SPDC’s initial failure to set 
a clear timetable for implementing the plan. Facing the generals’ apparent efforts 
at procrastination—deliberations by the National Convention, which marked 
the first step of the junta’s road-map, were marked by long and repeated suspen-
sions—key ASEAN states applied significant diplomatic pressure on Myanmar’s 
military government in the spring of 2005 to surrender the ASEAN chair for 
2006/7; and they breathed a sigh of relief when in July 2005 the military leader-
ship finally formally advised that it would indeed forfeit the chair to concentrate 
on the national reconciliation and democratization process. As the year unwound, 
Malaysia, then holding the ASEAN chair, informed the junta in no uncertain terms 
that its progress in implementing the road-map was still considered inadequate and 
that the grouping would no longer be able to defend Naypyidaw internationally 
in this matter unless the SPDC became more responsive. Naypyidaw’s reaction 
suggested indifference to this pressure in so far as it seriously delayed a visit to 
Myanmar sought by Malaysia’s then Foreign Minister Syed Hamid and pointedly 
limited its significance by both refusing to accept his coming as ASEAN chair and 
denying meetings with Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and Senior General Than Shwe.25 
In response, ASEAN foreign ministers expressed their ‘hope to see tangible 
progress that would lead to peaceful transition to democracy in the near future’.26

The call for a ‘transition to democracy’ marked the embrace of new termi-
nology, but it needs to be remembered that the SPDC by then itself described the 
country as moving towards democracy. Notably, however, ASEAN also indicated 
at the time that it would desist from automatically or actively helping Myanmar 
engage with the international community; instead it ‘would remain constructively 
engaged as required’. The double veto by Beijing and Moscow of the non-punitive 
US–UK draft of a UN Security Council resolution in January 2007, which also 
saw Indonesia abstain, did not alter the apparently shared view within ASEAN 
that it would be best for Myanmar to address international concerns about national 

24 Stephen McCarthy, ‘Burma and ASEAN: estranged bedfellows’, Asian Survey 48: 6, 2008, pp. 911–35; Lee 
Jones, ‘ASEAN’s albatross: ASEAN’s Burma policy, from constructive engagement to critical disengagement’, 
Asian Security 4: 3, 2008, pp. 271–93.

25 See Jürgen Haacke, Myanmar’s foreign policy: domestic influences and international implications (Abingdon: Routledge 
for The International Institute for Strategic Studies, 2006), esp. pp. 54–7.

26 Joint communiqué of the 39th ASEAN ministerial meeting, Kuala Lumpur, 25 July 2006.
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reconciliation and political transition in the first instance through the good offices 
process offered by the UN Secretary-General. Notably, this did not amount to an 
ASEAN policy. Indeed, ASEAN does not have a policy on Myanmar, just as it does 
not have a policy on Thailand, Laos or the Philippines. All ASEAN has had is a 
collective stance on Myanmar that has been complemented by individual positions 
and policies towards Naypyidaw as adopted by the region’s governments.

Developments in Myanmar did not allow the grouping to remain completely 
on the sidelines for long, however. Having closely observed the monk-led public 
demonstrations in the autumn of 2007, ASEAN foreign ministers expressed their 
‘revulsion’ when Myanmar’s military violently crushed the protests.27 Still seeing 
the UN Secretary-General’s good offices process as the most promising vehicle 
to foster national reconciliation and a peaceful transition to democracy, ASEAN 
countries—particularly Singapore, as chair—also lent their more active support 
to these efforts. The city-state sought, for instance, to address the issue in a wider 
East Asian context, involving China, Japan and India; however, this approach 
failed. Indeed, in November 2007 Myanmar’s military leadership prevented at the 
eleventh hour a briefing to the East Asia Summit by the UN special envoy on 
Myanmar, Ibrahim Gambari.28

In response, Singapore issued an ASEAN chairman’s statement in which it 
noted that South-East Asian leaders ‘agreed that ASEAN would respect Myanmar’s 
wishes and make way for Myanmar to deal directly with the UN and the inter-
national community on its own’.29 The statement also unambiguously stated the 
shared expectation that the SPDC should work with the UN in order: (1) to open 
up a meaningful dialogue with Aung San Suu Kyi and the National League for 
Democracy (NLD); (2) to make full use of the good offices of the UN Secretary-
General and Professor Gambari in this process; (3) to lift restrictions on Aung San 
Suu Kyi and release all political detainees; (4) to work towards a peaceful transition 
to democracy; and (5) to address the economic difficulties faced by the people of 
Myanmar.30 Evidently, the thinking was that if Myanmar did not welcome their 
efforts then ASEAN countries should stand aside.

This ASEAN position was maintained in early 2008, but soon it again transpired 
that such a level of diplomatic self-abnegation on Myanmar was not a sustain-
able option for the grouping under all circumstances. Indeed, wary of interna-
tional intervention and ostensibly worried about the presence of large numbers of 
foreigners just before the planned referendum,31 the junta refused access to foreign 
aid workers in the immediate aftermath of Cyclone Nargis in May 2008, thus 

27 Statement by ASEAN chair, Singapore’s Minister for Foreign Affairs George Yeo, in New York, 27 Sept. 2007, 
www.mfa.gov.sg, accessed 14 Nov. 2009.

28 For more detailed accounts, see Donald K. Emmerson, ‘ASEAN’s “black swans”’, Journal of Democracy 19: 3, 
2008, esp. pp. 74–6; Jürgen Haacke, ‘ASEAN and the situation in Myanmar/Burma’, in Xiaolin Guo, ed., 
Myanmar/Burma: challenges and perspectives (Stockholm: Institute for Security and Development Studies, 2008), 
esp. pp. 148–53. 

29 ASEAN chairman’s statement on Myanmar, 20 Nov. 2007, www.mfa.gov.sg, accessed 14 Nov. 2009. 
30 ASEAN chairman’s statement on Myanmar, 20 Nov. 2007.
31 Andrew Selth, ‘Even paranoids have enemies: Cyclone Nargis and Myanmar’s fears of invasion’, Contemporary 

Southeast Asia 30: 3, 2008, pp. 379–402.
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producing a political crisis that saw western politicians debate the applicability of 
the ‘responsibility to protect’ principle in Myanmar’s case and the deployment of 
foreign naval vessels off the country’s coastline. In the event, the grouping opted 
to mediate between the SPDC and the UN, albeit only following Naypyidaw’s 
approval in the wake of some hard questions about how the military government 
saw its future with ASEAN. These efforts led to the establishment of a tripartite 
core group to coordinate the relief effort. Notably, it was agreed that the humani-
tarian assistance would not be politicized.

Thereafter, having itself successfully led Indonesia to more comprehensive 
democratization amid many challenges, the government of President Susilo 
Bambang Yudhoyono carefully examined whether there was political space for a 
new regional initiative on Myanmar.32 This followed months during which Jakarta 
insisted that Naypyidaw would be able to undergo a political transition similar to 
Indonesia. Following the suppression of the September protests, Foreign Minister 
Hassan Wirajuda suggested, for instance, that the SPDC embark on a transitional 
period of five years to allow the military leadership to gain confidence in a power-
sharing arrangement between military and civilian leaders. To make this feasible, 
he also recommended in February 2008 that the draft constitution be revised to 
accommodate the interests of ethnic groups and the political opposition. Although 
taking a more cautious stance than some policy advisers hoped, Jakarta set up 
ambassadorial-level talks in New York, organized by the Indonesian permanent 
representative to the UN. These informal talks of the so-called Focus Group appar-
ently involved Myanmar, China, India and the UN Secretary-General’s office. 
While the talks were not necessarily meant to yield concrete outcomes, at the time 
Indonesia’s diplomatic efforts went beyond those by ASEAN as a grouping in two 
ways: first, the talks sought to involve Myanmar’s two giant neighbours, China 
and India; and, second, Jakarta put forward somewhat more specific suggestions 
for managing Myanmar’s political transition. That said, ASEAN foreign ministers 
have all encouraged Myanmar to ensure an inclusive political process to achieve 
national reconciliation. 

The ASEAN response to Suu Kyi’s trial and sentencing

The military regime’s decision to press charges against Aung San Suu Kyi in May 
2009 for violating the terms of her house arrest not only generated condemna-
tion in western countries but also prompted unfavourable responses from within 
South-East Asia. Thailand, as ASEAN chair, issued a statement that not only called 
for her immediate release, but also brusquely stated that, as a responsible member 
of ASEAN, Myanmar’s government

has the responsibility to protect and promote human rights. It is therefore called upon to 
provide timely and adequate medical care to Daw Aung San Suu Kyi as well as to accord 
her humane treatment with dignity. With the eyes of the international community on 

32 See Jürgen Haacke, ‘ASEAN and political change in Myanmar: towards a regional initiative?’ Contemporary 
Southeast Asia 30: 3, 2008, esp. pp. 372–3.
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Myanmar at present, the honour and the credibility of the Government of the Union of 
Myanmar are at stake.33

Some ASEAN countries also released individual statements. Singapore voiced 
dismay about the charges, which it considered ‘a setback for the national recon-
ciliation process’.34 Sharing the concern about the assumed impact on the SPDC’s 
road-map, Malaysia suggested that Aung San Suu Kyi’s immediate release and 
other measures ‘including [release of ] other political detainees and the inclusion 
of all political parties in the political process leading to the forthcoming general 
elections in 2010’ would contribute significantly to the national reconciliation 
process.35 Nor were ASEAN ministers shy to register joint public disapproval of 
the SPDC when meeting with fellow Asian and European counterparts. At the 
Asia–Europe Meeting in late May 2009 the Vietnamese chair ‘called for the early 
release of those under detention and the lifting of restrictions placed on political 
parties’ and ‘encouraged the Government of Myanmar to engage all stakeholders 
in an inclusive process in order to achieve national reconciliation and economic 
and social development’.36 Similar language was used at the subsequent 17th 
ASEAN–EU ministerial meeting in Phnom Penh. For its part, Myanmar’s govern-
ment maintained that the trial was a legal matter rather than a political or human 
rights issue and rejected pressure and interference from abroad.

Having previously been reluctant to invest in relation to Myanmar serious 
political capital in a high-profile effort involving its top leadership, Singapore 
allowed senior minister Goh Chok Tong to use an open invitation to Myanmar to 
meet with Senior General Than Shwe and Prime Minister Thein Sein when Suu 
Kyi’s trial continued into June. Though accepting the SPDC’s argument that Aung 
San Suu Kyi’s trial was a domestic affair, Goh pointed to its international dimen-
sion, which he intimated Myanmar’s leaders should not ignore.37 He emphasized 
that the trial’s outcome would affect Myanmar–US relations and noted that, from 
Singapore’s perspective, political reform was a precondition for new investments. 
Indonesia, meanwhile, reinvested political energy in the Focus Group that Jakarta 
had established as an informal forum in New York, now involving the Office of 
the UN Secretary General and the permanent representatives to the UN of China, 
Vietnam and Japan.38 In contrast, when Thailand proposed a visit by Premier 
Abhisit Vejjajiva in July, Myanmar asked for it to be deferred.

At the 42nd ASEAN ministerial meeting in July 2009, ASEAN member states 
collectively called for the immediate release of detainees, including Aung San Suu 
Kyi, to pave the way towards ‘genuine reconciliation and meaningful dialogue 
involving all parties concerned’ to allow them to participate in the 2010 general 

33 ASEAN chairman’s statement on Myanmar, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Thailand, Bangkok, 18 May 2009.
34 Singapore Ministry of Foreign Affairs, MFA Spokesman’s Statement on Reports of Daw Aung San Suu Kyi 

Being Charged, Singapore, 15 May 2009.
35 Press release pertaining to the recent detention of Aung San Suu Kyi, Malaysia Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

Kuala Lumpur, 18 May 2009.
36 Chairman’s statement, ninth ASEM foreign ministers’ meeting, Hanoi, 25–26 May 2009.
37 ‘SM Goh urges Myanmar to continue with national reconciliation process’, Channel News Asia, 12 June 2009.
38 See Nurfika Osman, ‘Burmese inaction frustrates ASEAN’, Jakarta Globe, 16 June 2009.
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election, which they demanded should be ‘free, fair and inclusive’.39 Incorpo-
rating Myanmar’s view that pressure from the outside was ‘hampering Myanmar’s 
democratization and development efforts’, and crediting Naypyidaw for ‘trying to 
address many complex challenges’, ASEAN ministers added that they ‘remained 
constructively engaged with Myanmar as part of the ASEAN Community building 
process’.

The subsequent sentencing of Daw Suu Kyi unsurprisingly engendered 
renewed, albeit relatively measured, criticism from ASEAN countries. For 
instance, the Philippine Foreign Minister Alberto G. Romulo labelled the court’s 
decision ‘incomprehensible and deplorable’ and suggested that the development 
placed in doubt Myanmar’s commitment to hold free, fair, participatory, trans-
parent and credible elections in 2010.40 Significantly, however, the language used 
by Thailand as the ASEAN chair was far more muted than that employed three 
months earlier in so far as Bangkok now called ‘for the immediate release of all 
those under detention, including Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, with a view to enabling 
them to participate in the 2010 General Elections’.41

Accounting for ASEAN’s position towards Myanmar

In accounting for the more strident tone in ASEAN–Myanmar relations since 2003, 
two main factors immediately stand out: international pressure on the Association 
and individual members, and a sense of exasperation among several South-East 
Asian governments with the SPDC’s political intransigence. The former indicates 
the importance ASEAN states ascribe to relations with their dialogue partners, 
while the latter highlights how Myanmar’s neighbours see their response to the 
situation in Myanmar as a credibility issue. However, to understand why ASEAN’s 
response to the situation in Myanmar has in essence remained not only limited to 
calls on Naypyidaw to cede political ground but also restrained in terms of what 
the Association has been asking for, it is important to recognize that a host of other 
factors also impinge on ASEAN’s stance on Myanmar. These include a region-
wide desire to build an ASEAN community that anchors Myanmar in South-East 
Asia and the existence of several politically illiberal regimes in South-East Asia 
that make for significant intramural divisions of opinion on Myanmar, as well 
as a range of economic interests and geopolitical calculations. The SPDC’s insis-
tence (and ASEAN’s experience) that Naypyidaw is not minded to compromise on 
matters concerning its imperative of political security is another crucial factor, as 
can be illustrated with respect to the subdued role played by Thailand as ASEAN 
chairman after the end of May 2009. ASEAN’s stance in this respect should also be 
examined in the context of Washington’s review of US policy towards Myanmar.

39 Joint communiqué of the 42nd ASEAN foreign ministers’ meeting, Phuket, 20 July 2009.
40 Statement of Foreign Affairs Secretary Alberto G. Romulo on the verdict in the case of Aung San Suu Kyi, 11 

Aug. 2009.
41 ASEAN chairman’s statement on Myanmar, Bangkok, 11 Aug. 2009.
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International pressure

Pursuing towards Myanmar a ‘core strategy’ of regime modification if not removal 
by denying the SPDC international legitimacy and at least curtailing aid, trade 
and investment,42 the US and EU countries in particular, after failing to prevent 
Myanmar’s admission to ASEAN in 1997, have for more than a decade impressed 
on the Association the need for members to use their assumed influence to bring 
about democratic change in ‘Burma’ (US) or ‘Burma/Myanmar’ (EU). Following 
the 2003 Depayin incident, Secretary of State Colin Powell significantly reinforced 
pressure on ASEAN.43 Having labelled Myanmar an ‘outpost of tyranny’ and a 
target for its ‘transformational diplomacy’, the re-elected Bush administration 
subsequently focused on denying Myanmar the ASEAN chairmanship in 2006/7, 
not least by threatening a withdrawal of funding for regional development projects 
and the non-participation of Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice at the 2005 
ASEAN Regional Forum. Aiming to achieve ‘tangible, verifiable, and irrevers-
ible steps towards a genuine national dialogue’, US diplomatic pressure was also 
openly brought to bear on ASEAN countries on the sidelines of the APEC leaders’ 
meetings from 2005 onwards.

ASEAN countries may have disagreed with the thrust of America’s punitive 
policy towards Myanmar, but many governments clearly appreciated that at least a 
moderately critical stance vis-à-vis the SPDC would benefit the Association politi-
cally much more than the routine efforts to defend the junta that were standard at 
the time of Myanmar’s admission into the Association. ASEAN governments seem 
to have considered that, if they did not distance themselves from developments 
in Myanmar, it was even less likely, for example, that the Bush administration 
would accede to the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation (TAC) that outlines the 
grouping’s preferred norms for interstate conduct or consent to attend a bilateral 
summit, similar to those organized by ASEAN with China or Japan. (Both were 
agreed to by the Obama administration.) Given China’s economic and military 
rise, individual ASEAN countries have generally also sought to bolster economic 
and security cooperation with Washington.

While the more blatant instances of European efforts at ostracizing Myanmar 
have at times prompted other ASEAN states to evince solidarity with Naypy-
idaw, the grouping’s members similarly recognized that a sharper tone towards 
Myanmar would to some extent mollify its European critics. Judging by European 
expressions of satisfaction over ASEAN’s increasing tendency since 2003 to speak 
out against Myanmar, ASEAN members were right in this regard. Interestingly, 
although the issue of Myanmar has up to 2009 on many occasions continued to 
overshadow EU–ASEAN and ASEM meetings, ASEAN states even managed to 
agree with their European counterparts that they would pursue a free trade agree-
ment with the EU. This was announced as one of the key objectives of the Plan 
of Action for implementation of the Nuremberg Declaration on the EU–ASEAN 

42 Morten B. Pedersen, Promoting human rights in Burma: a critique of western sanctions policy (Lanham, MD: Rowman 
& Littlefield, 2008).

43 Colin L. Powell, ‘Get tough on Rangoon’, Wall Street Journal, 12 June 2003.
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Enhanced Partnership, endorsed in March 2007. The idea of a region-wide FTA has 
since been abandoned, but not because of Myanmar’s domestic political travails.

Avoiding a loss of credibility

Given that at the time of Myanmar’s entry into ASEAN members suggested their 
approach towards the SPDC would be better suited to bringing about political 
change than the tough policies of western countries, it is interesting to note that 
ASEAN governments have justified their more critical stance towards Myanmar 
in recent years with reference to the need to protect the grouping’s credibility. 
In view of the January 2007 UN Security Council discussions and vote on a draft 
resolution on Myanmar, for instance, ASEAN leaders with explicit reference to 
Myanmar ‘agreed on the need to preserve ASEAN’s credibility as an effective 
regional organization by demonstrating a capacity to manage important issues 
within the region’.44 ASEAN’s very critical stance on the suppression of the 
September 2007 protests was also explained in terms of what Singapore’s Foreign 
Minister George Yeo referred to as the ‘serious impact on the reputation and 
credibility of ASEAN’.45 In November 2007 ASEAN leaders vowed to ‘prevent 
the Myanmar issue from obstructing ASEAN’s integration efforts, especially the 
ASEAN Charter and the establishment of the ASEAN Community’.46

This concern with maintaining the grouping’s credibility has become more acute 
as ASEAN members have specified and reinforced their commitment to promote 
democracy and human rights within South-East Asia. For instance, ASEAN’s 
response to the Depayin incident was formulated at a time when Indonesia in 
particular was promoting the idea of an ASEAN Security Community (ASC; 
now ASEAN Political-Security Community, or APSC). Aiming to avoid seeing 
its agenda derailed and to act in accordance with its own proposals, Jakarta’s top 
diplomats went to significant lengths before the Bali summit in October 2003—
albeit without success—to win the release of Aung San Suu Kyi. After all, the 
ASC, agreed as part of the Declaration of Bali Concord II, was to bring ASEAN 
political and security cooperation to a higher level ‘to ensure that countries in 
the region live at peace with one another and with the world at large in a just, 
democratic and harmonious environment’.47

The Indonesian government of President Yudhoyono has remained a key propo-
nent of strengthening democracy in South-East Asia, perhaps pushing harder for 
political reforms and constitutional government in Myanmar than any other state 
in the region. That said, ASEAN’s general commitment to democracy and human 
rights has been further reinforced. According to the ASEAN Charter, ratified in 
2008, one of the purposes of ASEAN is ‘to ensure that the peoples and Member 

44 Chairperson’s statement of the 12th ASEAN summit, Cebu, 13 Jan. 2007.
45 Statement by ASEAN chair, Singapore’s Minister for Foreign Affairs George Yeo, New York, 27 Sept. 2007.
46 Chairman’s statement of the 13th ASEAN summit, Singapore, 20 Nov. 2007.
47 Declaration of ASEAN Concord II, Bali, 7 Oct. 2003. For a detailed analysis of the intramural debate regard-

ing the ASEAN security community, see Amitav Acharya, Constructing a security community in Southeast Asia: 
ASEAN and the problem of regional order (London: Routledge, 2009), esp. pp. 259–67.
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States of ASEAN live in peace with the world in a just, democratic and harmonious 
environment’ (article 1, section 4). Importantly, unlike the 2003 Bali Concord II, 
the ASEAN Charter not only explicitly stresses peoples, but also provides for a 
legal foundation for ASEAN rather than merely a political declaration. While not 
defining democracy, the ASEAN Charter (article 1, section 7) moreover obliges the 
grouping to ‘strengthen democracy, enhance good governance and the rule of law, 
and to promote and protect human rights and fundamental freedoms, with due 
regard to the rights and responsibilities of member states’. The ASEAN Charter 
also lists (article 2 (h)) ‘adherence to the rule of law, good governance, the princi-
ples of democracy and constitutional government’ as among the grouping’s princi-
ples. Significantly, ASEAN is committed to demonstrating that these are not just 
lofty principles. The ASEAN Blueprint for Political and Security Community, 
adopted at the 14th ASEAN summit in March 2009, focuses to a significant extent 
on political development. In July 2009 ASEAN foreign ministers also endorsed 
terms of reference for the ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission on Human 
Rights that was then launched as a consultative body at the 15th ASEAN summit 
in October 2009.

Ensuring that ASEAN’s stance on Myanmar reflects the grouping’s evolving 
consensus on democracy and human rights has remained an important subtext of 
its public statements on the country. Particularly the new and often younger polit-
ical leaders in some of the original member states are eager to project the image of 
a progressive foreign policy and state identity (apart from the Yudhoyono adminis-
tration, one could point to the Thai government of Prime Minister Abhisit Vejjajiva 
in this respect, although the latter lacks the electoral legitimacy that is enjoyed by 
the former). Some within ASEAN have long asked why Myanmar does not follow 
Malaysia’s example of releasing Anwar Ibrahim (although this happened in 2004, 
he was able to stand for office again only after the 2008 general elections). Notably, 
the ASEAN Charter seems to favour critical intramural discussion when regimes 
are seen as being seriously at odds with the stated regional commitment to democ-
racy and human rights. Though the ASEAN Charter still demands respect for the 
independence, sovereignty, equality, territorial integrity and national identity of 
all ASEAN member states as well as non-interference in their respective internal 
affairs, the grouping’s practice of ‘enhanced interactions’ is explicitly allowed for 
by the ASEAN Charter, in terms of ‘enhanced consultations on matters seriously 
affecting the common interest of ASEAN’ (article 2, section 2 (g)). 

Reasons for ASEAN’s limited criticism

Apart from the various economic interests that individual members may have 
vis-à-vis Myanmar and the simple fact that ASEAN’s normative terrain has 
traditionally been incompatible with the idea of sanctioning the adoption of 
punitive measures against members—even the ASEAN Charter stipulates only 
that serious breaches of the Charter or non-compliance shall be referred to the 
ASEAN summit—there are at least three factors that underpin the restrained 
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attitude towards Myanmar. First, despite the growing commitment to democ-
racy and human rights noted above, the ASEAN region remains politically very 
diverse. Some governments seek to project a progressive and democratic image of 
ASEAN on the regional and world stage, but others remain firmly embedded in 
the camp of political illiberalism. The extent to which Phnom Penh, Vientiane or 
Hanoi supports democratization in Myanmar is effectively limited by the extent 
to which the SPDC itself pushes for a political transition. There also seems to 
be a suspicion among some of the region’s non-democratic regimes that openly 
to throw their weight behind collective measures to promote democratization 
is counterproductive, lest such moves politically backfire at some point. Within 
ASEAN such prudence is again associated above all with the Indochinese countries 
and Brunei Darussalam. Indeed, despite the advances in democratization already 
achieved in parts of South-East Asia, civil society actors and observers still tend to 
share a measure of frustration over the limited embrace within much of ASEAN 
of genuine democracy and the protection of human rights.48 According to some 
analysts, even members of the ASEAN Inter-Parliamentary Myanmar Caucus 
have generally been operating within ‘oligarchic constraints’.49

Second, while ASEAN may collectively have called for national reconciliation 
in Myanmar involving all parties concerned, the grouping has evidently consid-
ered it inappropriate to focus in more detail on the various dimensions of the 
ethnic conflict within the country. This follows ASEAN’s conventional practice 
in so far as other ethnic conflicts, past and present, have also not made it onto the 
formal ASEAN agenda. In 2004, for instance, the Thai Prime Minister Thaksin 
Shinawatra even threatened to leave the ASEAN summit if the situation in 
southern Thailand were formally raised. Interestingly, the statement issued by the 
14th ASEAN summit in March 2009 discusses the issue of ‘illegal migrants’ in the 
Indian Ocean as a separate issue and follows Naypyidaw in not identifying these 
as Rohingya.50

Third, when debating how much pressure, if any, should be put on Myanmar a 
number of ASEAN states have pointed to the country’s geopolitical significance, 
particularly given the competition for influence there between New Delhi and 
Beijing. As Singapore’s Foreign Minister George Yeo put it: ‘Myanmar has been a 
place of contest between China and India. And I believe it more is in your interest 
in Europe to have Myanmar integrated into Southeast Asia than for it to be left 
isolated on its own.’51 Mindful of Naypyidaw’s spectre of national disintegration, 
ASEAN countries have also made clear that they share an interest in building an 

48 Pokpong Lawansiri, ‘Human rights in ASEAN: a struggle going nowhere’, The Irrawaddy, 22 July 2009. For 
scholarly assessments see Jörn Dosch, ‘Sovereignty rules: human security, civil society, and the limits of liberal 
reform’, in Donald K. Emmerson, ed., Hard choices, pp. 59–90; David Martin Jones, ‘Security and democracy: 
the ASEAN charter and the dilemmas of regionalism in South-East Asia’, International Affairs 84: 4, July 2008, 
pp. 735–56.

49 Lee Jones, ‘Democratization and foreign policy in Southeast Asia: the case of the ASEAN inter-parliamentary 
Myanmar caucus’, Cambridge Review of International Affairs 22: 3, 2009, pp. 387–406.

50 Those calling themselves Rohingya live in part of Rakhine State bordering Bangladesh. They constitute a 
Muslim minority that is not recognised by the Myanmar government as one of the country’s ‘national races’.

51 Quoted in Stephen Kurczy, ‘ASEAN, EU lock horns over Myanmar’, Asia Times, 30 May 2009.
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ASEAN community that includes a stable and unified Myanmar. Governments in 
the region also know that ASEAN needs to be seen to be relevant by the military 
leadership for Myanmar to invest willingly in the organization rather than to 
automatically privilege relations with major powers over those with ASEAN. 
Members thus recognize that the grouping must remain as positive as possible 
towards Naypyidaw. Some, like Thailand, Singapore and Malaysia, not only have 
the largest bilateral trade balances with Myanmar among the ASEAN countries, 
but also have significant foreign direct investment in the country. Not surprisingly, 
no sitting head of state or government of any ASEAN country has publicly called 
in question Myanmar’s membership in the grouping. Significantly, overly harsh 
criticism that has the potential to reinforce diplomatic friction is also perceived 
as potentially damaging to the Association, not least because it would reinforce 
an image of ASEAN disunity. Consequently, there is for many within ASEAN 
no obvious alternative to accepting the fact that Myanmar’s military leadership 
tends to follow but its own script. Naypyidaw’s prickliness as well as Washington’s 
review of its ‘Burma’ policy are important factors to consider when accounting for 
the grouping’s evolving stance on the arrest and sentencing of Daw Aung San Suu 
Kyi after she allowed John Yettaw to stay at her residence in May 2009.

Contextualizing ASEAN’s response to charges against Aung San 
Suu  Kyi
The ASEAN chair’s initial strong declaratory response to the SPDC’s charging 
Daw Suu Kyi over the intrusion by John Yettaw occurred in the context of inter-
national outrage that Thailand and other original members in particular felt 
needed to be addressed quickly. As the British Prime Minister Gordon Brown 
put it, ‘The Burmese regime is clearly intent on finding any pretext, no matter 
how tenuous, to extend her unlawful detention … If the 2010 elections are to 
have any semblance of credibility, she and all political prisoners must be freed to 
participate.’52 The Obama administration also roundly condemned Naypyidaw’s 
decision to try Aung San Suu Kyi on charges that Washington considered baseless 
and unacceptable.

Suu Kyi’s trial clearly also profoundly irritated ASEAN policy-makers who 
want Myanmar to organize credible elections. In previous years, the military 
government had been quite opaque about when she would be released. But, 
following repeated questioning, Myanmar’s Foreign Minister Nyan Win had his 
Singapore counterpart clarify at the 41st ASEAN ministerial meeting in 2008 that 
the limit of her detention would be ‘reached six months from May 2009’.53 This 
was later than most expected, though it did open up the prospect of her playing 
a role in the 2010 elections. The circumstances of her renewed arrest aside, that 
move threatened to undermine for the original member governments of ASEAN 
not only whatever legitimacy Myanmar’s political process might be seen to have, 
52 Foreign and Commonwealth Office, ‘Unlawful detention of Aung San Suu Kyi’, 14 May 2009.
53 Statement by ASEAN chair, Singapore’s Minister for Foreign Affairs, George Yeo, Singapore, 21 July 2008, 

www.mfa.gov.sg, accessed 14 Nov. 2009
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but also the  credibility of the Association at large, given its declared  commitment 
to democracy and human rights. Beyond Bangkok, disappointment about the 
turn of events was particularly acute in Jakarta, as reflected in the apparent role 
Indonesia played in preparing the initial draft of the ASEAN statement of 18 
May, which explicitly warned Myanmar that failure to demonstrate responsibility 
in protecting the rights of citizens would jeopardize ASEAN’s credibility and 
obstruct its integration process.54

Two other factors, noted above, underpinned the relative restraint of ASEAN’s 
declaratory position following the initial statement’s release. One was the diplo-
matic fallout. The SPDC accused Thailand of breaching ASEAN procedure by 
not searching for ministerial consensus before releasing the statement (drafts of 
statements are normally passed to ministers for their approval) and lamented that 
such failure ‘may cause an undesirable tradition in ASEAN’; second, it argued that 
the statement was factually incorrect (regarding Suu Kyi’s health); and third, the 
junta considered that the statement constituted interference in Myanmar’s internal 
affairs. Also, somewhat awkwardly, the regime ‘sadly noted that the alternate 
ASEAN chairman failed to preserve the dignity of ASEAN, the dignity of Myanmar 
and the dignity of Thailand’.55 Myanmar’s criticism in turn prompted Singapore 
publicly to confirm Thailand’s authority to issue the said statement in its capacity 
as ASEAN chair, pursuant to discussions by ASEAN senior officials. However, 
when Thailand’s Foreign Minister once more articulated concern over Aung San 
Suu Kyi’s trial at an informal gathering preceding the 17th EU–ASEAN ministerial 
meeting, Myanmar’s Deputy Foreign Minister Maung Myint not only maintained 
that the legal action taken in accordance with domestic law was an internal affair, 
but also suggested that Bangkok should not be throwing stones when sitting in a 
glass house by reminding the Thai delegation that political protests in Pattaya had 
caused the postponement of ASEAN’s summit meetings with China, Japan and 
South Korea in April 2009 and also made necessary the renewed rescheduling of 
the 4th East Asia Summit at considerable cost to ASEAN’s image. Naypyidaw also 
firmly dismissed the argument, attributed to Thai Foreign Minister Kasit Piromya, 
that Daw Suu Kyi’s trial posed a threat to regional security. Regime commentators 
concluded that the ‘Thai government’s current stand on Myanmar shows that it 
is not a good neighbouring country of Myanmar’.56 Notably, Myanmar’s diplo-
matic boldness combined with a tatmadaw offensive along the eastern frontier that 
produced a further wave of refugees into Thailand.

While the junta’s response circumscribed Bangkok’s diplomatic space as ASEAN 
chair, the moderation of ASEAN’s diplomatic language on the issue of Suu Kyi’s 
trial by the time of the ASEAN ministerial meetings can also be attributed to 
Washington proceeding with its policy review towards Myanmar. Washington 
continued to hold out the possibility of improvements in Myanmar–US relations 

54 Kavi Chongkittavorn, ‘Thailand and ASEAN sharpen their Burma policy’, The Nation, 21 May 2009. 
55 ‘Myanmar rejects alternate ASEAN chairman Thailand’s statement which is not in conformity with ASEAN 

practice, incorrect in facts, interfering in the internal affairs of Myanmar’, New Light of Myanmar, 25 May 2009, 
p. 16. 

56 Kyaw Ye Min, ‘If good neighbourly relations are maintained’, New Light of Myanmar, 11 June 2009, p. 9.
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first mentioned in February 2009, despite the international furore over Suu Kyi’s 
trial, widespread expectations that the NLD general secretary would be given the 
maximum sentence and considerable pressure from Burmese exile groups. Indeed, 
in July 2009 Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said that releasing Aung San Suu 
Kyi would open up many opportunities, including ‘doors for investment’.57 
While Washington’s positive signals and the set precondition for improved ties 
with Myanmar should have reinforced ASEAN’s eagerness to bring the junta to 
comply, the pressure on the Association to keep up strong diplomatic language 
was reduced. It waned further in view of Washington’s subsequent accession to the 
Treaty of Amity and Cooperation as part of a commitment by President Obama 
to a less confrontational foreign policy than that practised under George W. Bush. 
Indeed, Secretary of State Clinton’s message that ‘the US is back in Southeast 
Asia’ suggested that US policy towards the region would in future be more clearly 
driven by geopolitical and economic considerations rather than held hostage by 
developments in Myanmar.

To be sure, the verdict against Suu Kyi prompted renewed external pressure. 
Gordon Brown emphatically called for ‘action’ and signalled British support for 
an unlikely global arms embargo. While EU states extended existing sanctions, 
involving the imposition of travel bans and the freezing of assets, to judges partici-
pating in Suu Kyi’s sentencing, as well as to Myanmar state media organizations,58 
the British ambassador to Thailand called for more steps from ASEAN beyond its 
collective statement.59 Also, the Obama administration intimated that ASEAN had 
a continued responsibility to exert appropriate diplomatic pressure on Myanmar 
to free the NLD leader. As the President argued, the conviction and sentencing 
of Aung San Suu Kyi ‘run counter to Burma’s commitments under the ASEAN 
Charter, and demonstrate continued disregard for UN Security Council State-
ments’.60 However, from ASEAN’s perspective this diplomatic pressure seems to 
have been partially offset by the fact that shortly after the sentencing of Daw Suu 
Kyi the Obama administration publicly endorsed the visit to Naypyidaw under-
taken by Senator Jim Webb, Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Subcom-
mittee on East Asian and Pacific Affairs, who has long advocated engagement with 
the SPDC.

Following the sentencing of Aung San Suu Kyi, the incumbent ASEAN chair, 
Thailand, nevertheless sounded out other members regarding a joint appeal by 
letter to Naypyidaw to grant Suu Kyi a full amnesty. Having recognized Myanmar’s 
judicial sovereignty, some ASEAN countries thus hoped to persuade the SPDC 
leadership to free the imprisoned leader on political grounds. This idea found 
support in Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore and the Philippines but encountered 
serious objections from the Indochinese states. Meeting in Jakarta in late August, 
ASEAN senior officials largely agreed that their foreign ministers should decide 

57 Quoted in ‘Hillary Clinton’s Burma bow’, Wall Street Journal, 27 July 2009.
58 Council of the European Union, ‘The Council adopts additional restrictive measures against Burma/Myan-

mar’, 12660/09 (Presse 249), 13 Aug. 2009.
59 Arkar Moe, ‘Thailand weakens sanctions against Burma’, The Irrawaddy, 14 Aug. 2009.
60 Statement by the President on Aung San Suu Kyi’s conviction and sentencing, The White House, 11 Aug. 2009.
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on whether to appeal jointly for Daw Suu Kyi’s release. A timely response to her 
sentencing thus proved impossible, as officials also failed to reach a consensus on 
whether those members eager to register the Association’s concerns quickly by 
way of a public appeal should be allowed to proceed to do so, obliging minis-
ters to discuss the issue further at their informal meeting on the sidelines of the 
UN General Assembly plenary in September 2009. In the event, the initiative was 
dropped after Secretary of State Hillary Clinton formally announced the outcome 
of the US Burma policy review.

What further role for ASEAN?

Quite how Myanmar’s political process will unfold up to the point of the promised 
elections remains unclear at the time of writing. As President Obama himself has 
stated, America wants ‘the unconditional release of all political prisoners, including 
Aung San Suu Kyi; an end to conflicts with minority groups; and a genuine 
dialogue between the government, the democratic opposition and minority 
groups on a shared vision for the future’.61 These are very high hurdles consid-
ering Naypyidaw’s perceived need to resort to force to make armed ethnic groups 
comply with its version of state-building. Also, whether Aung San Suu Kyi and 
other detainees will be released and allowed to participate in the electoral process 
and whether such participation will be preceded by a sustained dialogue involving 
all stakeholders will depend on the SPDC’s calculations regarding the interna-
tional and domestic impact and its implications. Optimism in this regard will be 
guarded at best in South-East Asia. Consequently, ASEAN should be expected 
to argue that whatever happens in the coming months, it is important to under-
stand Myanmar’s political process as extending beyond 2010. After all, the military 
regime has in past years consistently acted on its perceived imperative of political 
security, emphasizing ‘national reconsolidation’ and ‘political stability’ even at the 
expense of international condemnation. It has also dismissed the need for the kind 
of dialogue envisaged by the US with reference to the 2008 constitution.

Without SPDC commitment to such a dialogue, however, there remain question 
marks over whether the NLD general secretary would want to participate in the 
junta’s road-map. Certainly, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi herself does not seem to have 
indicated to Senator Webb on his visit that she is very interested in simply working 
within this political process. Some observers have suggested that in order to chart 
a way out of Myanmar’s political imbroglio, she should ask the United States in 
particular to repeal sanctions harming the Myanmar people.62 As noted, calling for 
the removal of sanctions was one of the preconditions that Senior General Than 
Shwe set in 2007 for a personal meeting with the NLD general secretary. To be 
clear, the junta has no reason to expect that Washington will soon agree on easing 
sanctions, but for them the question would be whether Daw Suu Kyi is willing to 
move beyond her previous position on the matter.

61 President Barack Obama, remarks at Suntory Hall, Tokyo, 14 Nov. 2009. 
62 Personal communications.
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Significantly, following her meeting with Senator Webb in August 2009, Aung 
San Suu Kyi’s spokespersons were at pains to clarify that although the Senator 
reported she would not be opposed to seeing some sanctions rescinded, her basic 
position remained that as she did not impose sanctions against the regime, she 
was also not in a position to lift them.63 Not surprisingly, her initial reluctance to 
speak unambiguously on the topic of sanctions was interpreted by some to mean 
that in principle she continues to support them. It seems that she has reassessed 
this position as Washington has shifted its policy towards Naypyidaw. Having 
signalled her willingness to cooperate in relation to the lifting of sanctions in 
mid-September, she then wrote to Senior General Than Shwe and successfully 
requested meetings with the US chargé d’affaires and ambassadors from the EU 
and Australia in order to understand the sanctions, their economic impact and the 
motivations for imposing them. The topic is likely also to have featured in her 
meeting with Assistant Secretary of State Kurt Campbell in November.

From ASEAN’s perspective, the US policy shift and the momentum in 
Myanmar’s domestic politics are welcome. But the grouping seems unable or 
unwilling to define anew its collective position. When Thailand hosted the 15th 
ASEAN summit in October 2009, ASEAN leaders merely ‘underscored the impor-
tance of achieving national reconciliation’ and reiterated that the 2010 elections 
‘must be conducted in a fair, free, inclusive and transparent manner in order to 
be credible to the international community’.64 At the first ASEAN–US leaders’ 
meeting, ASEAN heads of state and government explicitly ‘welcomed the high 
level dialogue and the policy of the United States to engage with the Government 
of Myanmar’.65 By following Washington’s call on the military government to 
‘help create the conditions for credible elections including by initiating a dialogue 
with all stakeholders to ensure that the process is fully inclusive’, however, ASEAN 
has demonstrated only its capacity to react. The jury is still out on whether ASEAN 
will offer or actually make an effort to assist in creating conditions of the sort that 
Washington and many others would like to see, as has been proposed. Given the 
factors that have informed the grouping’s stance on Myanmar to date and Naypy-
idaw’s prickliness, it is of course difficult to see ASEAN seek the role of facilitator 
or mediator—as was the case in respect of Cyclone Nargis—even if individual 
members might actually wish to become practically involved.

With Vietnam assuming the ASEAN chairmanship in 2010, the grouping may 
indeed effectively leave it to the US to influence Myanmar’s various political stake-
holders. Hanoi might speculate that the US policy shift will ultimately not produce 
the outcome hoped for, reinforcing Myanmar’s political troubles; in which case, 
keeping ASEAN distant from American efforts might make sense. Vietnam’s rather 
traditional stance on non-interference and the emphasis hitherto put on the good 
offices role of the UN Secretary-General are, moreover, unlikely to make Hanoi 
a natural proponent of the US idea that ASEAN should itself be trying harder to 
63 Wai Moe, ‘Suu Kyi clarifies her sanctions policy’, The Irrawaddy, 18 Aug. 2009.
64 Chairman’s statement of the 15th ASEAN summit, Cha-Am Hua Hin, 23–25 Oct. 2009.
65 Joint statement of ASEAN heads of state and government, ASEAN–US leaders’ meeting, Singapore, 15 Nov. 
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facilitate a dialogue among Myanmar’s political stakeholders. Ironically, Myanmar’s 
generals are more likely to be comfortable with Vietnam in the ASEAN chair than 
Thailand in the event that they do explore the issues with ASEAN. Vietnam is one 
of the few ASEAN governments that has wanted to improve bilateral relations 
with Myanmar despite the political obduracy demonstrated for so long by the 
SPDC in relation to national reconciliation, as illustrated by Hanoi’s recent agree-
ment to develop military-to-military relations with Naypyidaw. Vietnam has also 
consistently supported the seven-step road-map without real qualifications, while 
reaffirming that it is the people of Myanmar who will determine their own destiny. 
Clearly though, the military junta is ultimately more interested in improving ties 
with Washington and perhaps even making concessions to win America’s recogni-
tion than it is in doing ASEAN political favours.

Conclusion

As the 2010 general elections draw nearer, Myanmar still faces the familiar polit-
ical imbroglio. However, Washington, by shifting its policy towards Naypyidaw 
to one of pragmatic engagement with a view to working for a unified, peaceful, 
prosperous and democratic Myanmar, has been able to create new momentum 
in Myanmar’s domestic politics, although it is far from certain that the SPDC 
will meet the preconditions laid down by the Obama administration for credible 
elections.

ASEAN members have attempted through individual and collective diplo-
macy to influence Myanmar’s government in matters of national reconciliation 
and political change, albeit without much self-evident success. Since 2003 the 
grouping has routinely resorted to open criticism of developments in Myanmar, 
which have left a number of regional governments exasperated. External pressure 
and the eagerness of some leaders in the original member countries to demon-
strate their democratic and progressive credentials in the realm of foreign policy 
have been important push factors. However, the limits of ASEAN’s flexibility in 
practising non-interference vis-à-vis Naypyidaw have been set by a shared interest 
in anchoring Myanmar in the ASEAN community, different levels of motiva-
tion to promote democracy and human rights in other member states, as well as 
economic interests, geopolitical considerations, political prudence in the face of 
the SPDC’s prickliness, and a perceived need to preserve regional cohesion and 
unity.

It is yet to be seen whether Washington’s policy shift will elicit a new ASEAN 
initiative that will complement US diplomatic efforts to bring about credible 
elections as well as support further political and economic reform in the longer 
run. Collectively ASEAN states may not be able or willing to rise to the challenge, 
even given the danger of being diplomatically marginalized. Nevertheless, their 
respective governments will surely hope that the political process now under way 
will move Myanmar beyond a continuation of the defiance and bitterness that have 
for so long been at the heart of the country’s political struggles.




